Dorm Address

Departments sending mail to students in dorms may use Campus Mail Services. Dorm mail originating from a department on campus is treated as inter-departmental mail and does not require postage. U.S.P.S. mail received by students is delivered directly by the United States Postal Service. Please use the following address format:

NAME OF STUDENT  
ROOM NUMBER DORM NAME  
MISSOULA MT 59801 (+ 4 digits if known)

* Students should notify correspondents of their correct address format and ZIP code (59801). DO NOT USE "THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA" or "32 CAMPUS DR" or "58912" in any part of the address as it may delay delivery by the U.S. Postal Service.

Postal regulations require mail for off campus residents, such as University Villages and Lewis & Clark Villages, must have U.S. postage applied.